Alpe Adria Tour Regulation

2021
Considering the COVID emergency and the impossibility to guarantee the realization of all the events (currently
confirmed) or to access them as participants because they are held in another region / state, the formula of the
ALPE ADRIA TOUR for this year is structured as follows:

ART. 1 - PARTICIPATION
The ALPE ADRIA TOUR (AAT) 2021 circuit is a Mediofondo and Granfondo circuit and a final time trial reserved for all
cyclists regularly registered for the year 2021 with UCI, FCI, ACSI Ciclismo and Sports Promotion Bodies recognized by
CONI, which provides individual points rankings.
Participation in the AAT Circuit is foreseen by registering using the form that can be downloaded from the website
www.boramultisport.net and the individual fee of 20 euros.
The GRID of MERIT at the start, the rankings, the participation gadget if classified, awards will be
GUARANTEED.
Race registrations will be regulated by individual Organizations and the participant in the Alpe Adria Circuit will have to
register for the race individually (20 euros do not include registrations for races)
All subscribers will have access to the dedicated Alpe Adria Tour merit grid, rankings, gadgets, awards. Participants will
be classified with the presence of at least 50% of the regularly organized races specified as follows , 3 out of 4, 4
out of 5-6-7 organized competitions); “presence” means the conclusion of the race and placement in the
standings.

ART. 2 - RACES AND DATES
In 2021 the AAT circuit consists of 7 races:
1. 16 May - Corsa per Haiti - Cividale del Friuli (UD) -GF-MF
2. 06 June - Kaertnen ARBO Rad-Marathon - Bad Kleinkirchheim (A) - single route
3. 13 June - Marathon Franja BTC City - Ljubljana (SLO) -GF-MF
4. 11 July - La Leggendaria Charly Gaul - Trento (TN) -GF-MF
5. 29 August - Gran Fondo dei Templari - Pordenone (PN) - single route
6. 05 September - Carnia Classic - Fuji - Zoncolan - Tolmezzo (UD) -GF-MF
7. 12 September - 20th Gran Fondo d'Europa - Cronocarsica Camp Reg Crono - Trieste (TS) - single route
The races of the circuit include two courses, one of the Granfondo and one of the Mediofondo, or a single course valid
for both circuits (Granfondo and Mediofondo).

ART. 3 - FORMULA
The athlete can choose to participate in both the Granfondo and Mediofondo circuits proposed by the various
organizations, taking into account that to access the final ranking it is mandatory to have completed 50% of the races
scheduled in the same type of route (Granfondo or Mediofondo - the routes "Unique" will be valid for both types).

ART. 4 - CATEGORIES
Male
A 19-29 1992-2002 B 30-34 1987-1991 C 35-39 1982-1986
D 40-44 1977-1981 E 45-49 1972-1976 F 50-54 1967-1971
G 55-59 1962-1966 H over60 (nati dal 1961 al 1946)
Female
W1 19-39 1992-2002 W2 40-65 1946-1981
For cyclists over 65, men and women are allowed to participate ONLY in the MEDIOFONDO circuits.

ART. 5 REGISTRATIONS
Registrations will open on March 1st and close on May 12th.
The athlete will not have to specify the chosen type of circuit (GF or MF) deciding to participate in a GF or MF circuit
during the competitive season;
The Organizing Committee may, at any time and at its sole discretion, accept registrations or not, exclude a participant
from the event, disqualify athletes with unsportsmanlike conduct.

ART. 6 - REGISTRATION FEE AND REGISTRATION METHOD
They must be accompanied by proof of payment of the registration fee
and can be carried out in two ways:
1) via paper form (DOWNLOADABLE FROM THE WEBSITE www.boramultisport.net)
by bank transfer of 20 euros made out to
ASD GRANFONDO D'EUROPA IBAN IT 19 Z 02008 02230 000103598940 | SWIFT UNCRITMM
Reason: Alpe Adria Tour 2021 - Registration
In this case, the registrations must be addressed to:
• mailing address:
A.S.D. BORA MULTISPORT RIESTE GRANFONDO D'EUROPA
Via Orlandini 37 / c Trieste
• e-mail: alpeadria@boramultisport.net
We remind you to attach a readable PHOTOCOPY ACSI, FCI or other SPORTS PROMOTION CARD to the
registration form and the photocopy of the payment.
2) directly via internet. Online Registration on the Tds portal in www.enternow.it

ART. 7 - STARTING GRID AND RACE NUMBERS
The members of the AAT Circuit will be included in a GRID reserved for them, which may also be concurrent with other
Circuits, to which the individual events belong. AAT participants will benefit from a dorsal number assigned according to
the regulations of each individual event. For the preparation of the ranking, the name, surname, date of birth, ASD of
belonging of the member will be taken into account.

ART. 8 - SCORES
All the athletes registered in the Alpe Adria Tour Circuit will be extrapolated from the absolute rankings of the various
tests and assigned the score starting from 1 point to the first classified, 2 points to the second, etc. for all classified.

ART. 9 - RANKING
The final classification of each circuit (Granfondo and Mediofondo) will be determined by the sum of the points that the
athlete has earned in the various tests. The best results will be taken into account on 50% of the organized tests.
The criterion adopted is to reward whoever achieves the lowest score.
The provisional rankings will be published on the website www.boramultisport.net/AlpeAdria
Any complaints will be accepted within 5 days of publication of the rankings and sent to the e-mail address
alpeadria@boramultisport.net

ART. 10 - AWARDS
The final awards will be held if possible in attendance by November or alternatively by sending the medal to the winners'
home. (first 3 of category)
A GADGET WILL BE DELIVERED TO ALL RANKED PARTICIPANTS - Any other prizes will be communicated by the
organizing committee during the year.

